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ABSTRACT
In this study, three types of carbon fibres were used, they were ex-polyacrylonitrile carbon fibres with high bulk
modulus, ex-polyacrylonitrile fibres with high strength, and vapour grown carbon fibres. All the samples were subjected
to a hydrogen adsorption process at room temperature in an over-pressured atmosphere of 25 bars. The adsorption
process was monitored through electrical resistivity measurements. As conditioning of the fibres, a chemical activation
by acid etching followed by γ-ray irradiation with 60Co radioisotopes was performed. The surface energy was determined by means of the sessile drop test. Both conditioning treatments are supplementary; the chemical activation works
on the outer surface and the γ-irradiation works in the bulk material as well. Apparently, the most significant parameter
for hydrogen storage is the crystallite size. From this point of view, the most convenient materials are those with small
grain size because hydrogen is accumulated mainly in the grain boundaries.
Keywords: Carbon Fiber; Gamma Irradiation; Hydrogen Adsorption; Electrical Resistivity; Raman Spectroscopy

1. Introduction
The increase of the pollution level at the atmosphere and
the oceans produced by the residues of fossil fuels and
atomic residues is disquieting. The change of fossil fuels
first and atomic fission later by “green energy” represents a
drastic change in the World Economy, since the cost of the
energy will necessarily increase during the next decades. In
particular, the progress towards the hydrogen economy [1]
is a demand and that must be accepted and implemented.
From this perspective, energy alternatives shall partially
replace conventional technologies for energy production
from fossil fuels that are increasingly scarce.
But the great handicap of alternative technologies is the
storage of hydrogen, especially for hydrogen that will be
used in fuel cars.
Different possibilities in this field are difficult and expensive, hydrogen as over-pressurized gas, liquid hydrogen,
hydrogen stored in compounds is able to be released by
chemical reactions, etc. Therefore, one of the most attractive possibilities is the technique of hydrogen absorbed in
porous solids [2].
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Among the solids potentially usable for this purpose,
carbon materials have received special attention, perhaps
because there was a wide prior experience in gases separation by pressure swing absorption, and the use of activated
carbons in problems of waste water recovery.
The activated carbon fibre capacity is up to 4.5% - 5.3%
w/w. The same order or capacity shows carbon nanotubes
with some exceptional cases with even better capacity.
With Li and K doped carbon nanotubes the storage capacity reaches 10% w/w. Graphene stores about 1% H2 w/w at
room temperature [3]. The minimal capacity for hydrogen
storage should be at least 6% w/w according to the Department of Energy of USA Standards. In order to improve
the storage capability, the usual practice should be the activation of surface carbon fibres with an etching; the mechanism is the increase of the surface porosity [4] because micro-pores work as active sites to promote hydrogen adsorption [5].
The present work deals with the possibility of improving
the hydrogen storage capacity using an activation process
consisting of γ rays irradiation [6]. The efficiency of the
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method is based upon the fact that irradiation produces
defects in carbon materials [7].
The present study was done using two types of samples,
micro-fibres obtained from hydrocarbon gas on behalf a
chemical vapour process, and commercial ex-PAN fibres,
commercial carbon fibres obtained from a polyacrylonitrile precursor.
The micro-fibres are similar to activated carbon fibres
with a hydrogen capacity storage of about 5% w/w [8] and
with proven improvement with activation process [9]. The
ex-PAN carbon fibres were chosen because it is known that
their good response to the activation with γ rays [10]. In
order to monitor the variation of the adsorbed hydrogen, the
electrical resistivity was monitored [11].

2. Materials
In the present work, three types of carbon fibres were
studied, vapour grown carbon fibres (VGCF) and commercial ex-PAN fibres, in the high-strength and highmodulus versions.
The VGCF were obtained from hydrocarbon gases involving a chemical vapour process. They were prepared
in our laboratory using a quartz tube placed horizontally.
The dimensions of the tube were 80 millimetres of internal diameter and 1 metre length. The quartz tube was
heated by electrical heaters embraced to the tube. The
temperature inside the furnace was con- trolled and programmed by means of a temperature controller CN616
TC1 and a solid state relay SSR330DC25, both manufactured by Omega™.
Hydrogen Premier Plus X50S, 99.999% purity, and
Methane X50S, 99.995% purity, both supplied by Carburos Metálicos™, were the hydrocarbon gases utilized
as reactants. A mass flow controller AWS-Digital, supplied by Witt™, was employed in order to work with the
proper mixture and flow rate of gases at any time. Neither preheating nor de-oxygenation pre-treatments were
performed before the hydrocarbon gases entered the furnace.
A solid iron catalyst was used to carry out the chemical production process that led to the fibre production.
This catalyst also acted as a solid support from which the
fibre was produced and accumulated during the whole
process. The basic solid support structure was made of
Grafoil®, acquired from Le Carbone Lorraine™. A
0.025-molar solution of nonahydrated ferric nitrate
Fe(NO3)3·9H2O in ethanol was nebulised over this support. Then, the support was introduced in an oven at 373
K for 10 minutes for organic solvent evaporation. As a
result, the substrate surface was covered by many ferric
nitrate microscopic grains. Finally, the substrate was
placed right in the centre of the mullite furnace.
In a normal furnace operation, the mixture of hydrocarbon gases enters the furnace and is heated up. At the
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

operation temperature, the gas mixture contacts the catalyst and there they suffer a decomposition that results in
a production of a solid carbon deposit with filament
shape. A vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) process [12,13] describes the gemination and growth mechanisms. A liquid
drop of coronene (C24H12) is formed and it absorbs hydrogen from the atmosphere of hydrocarbon gas and hydrogen. When the solidification of this drop takes place,
a VGCF with a considerable amount of hydrogen is obtained [14].
Every operation batch was divided into three stages. In
the first one, pure hydrogen circulated and the furnace
was heated up from room temperature to 1173 K at a
heating rate of 20 K/min. The operating temperature was
then stabilised for 5 minutes. In the next stage, a mixture
of 70% of hydrogen and 30% of methane with a total
flow rate of 950 cm3/min was used. The heating rate in
this stage was 15 K/min until 1425 K was achieved. This
temperature was kept constant during 40 minutes. Finally,
a flow of pure argon was employed to cool down the
furnace and finish with the batch.
Commercial ex-PAN carbon fibres are polyacrylonitrile filaments after a carbonization treatment. In this
study, we used ex-PAN fibre Fortafil 3, supplied by
Great Lakes Carbon Corporation®, now SGL Carbon®, as
a high strength carbon fibre. As high modulus carbon
fibre, we used the ex-PAN fibre Fortafil 5, also supplied
by Great Lakes Carbon®.
The properties of these ex-PAN fibres are known [15].
For Fortafil 3, the axial tensile strength is 3.8 GN/m2 and
its axial modulus is 227 GN/m2. For Fortafil 5, its
Young’s modulus is 345 GN/m2 and its axial tensile
strength is 2.76 GN/m2.
All these three types of carbon fibres were tested in
three states: pristine, with surface treatment and after
γ-rays irradiation without previous chemical treatment.
Surface treatment means that the carbon fibres were
submitted to an acid etching in HNO3, 53% purity, supplied from Panreac®, as described in [16,17]. The etching time was 24 hours, with a finishing consisting of
rinsing three times with distilled water. Finally, the humidity remaining in the sample was removed by means
of a moderate stove heating at 373 K for 4 hours.
All the studied carbon fibres were also exposed to
γ-rays produced by 60Co isotopes in a radiation facility
until an irradiation dose of 504 kGy was reached. The
irradiation treatment was performed in the Nayade Facility of the Centre of Energy, Environment and Technology Research (CIEMAT), in Madrid, Spain [18].
The fibres have been labelled as “X” to point out that
they are in pristine state, without any treatment at all.
They are labelled with the term “HNO3” if they are carbon fibres with chemical activation, and finally, they are
labelled with “Z” when have been irradiated.
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In the case of the ex-PAN fibres, the label “PANhs”
points out that it is a Fortafil 3 fibre (high strength) and
the label “PANhm” means that the fibre is Fortafil 5
(high bulk modulus).Therefore, the complete list of the
used samples is: PANhs-X, PANhs-HNO3, PANhs-Z,
PANhm-X, PANhm-HNO3, PANhm-Z, VGCF-X, VGCFHNO3 and VGCF-Z.

3. Methods
To characterise the physical parameters of our samples,
three different techniques have been used: electrical resistivity measurements, Raman spectroscopy and sessile
drop test for the evaluation of the surface energy. The
choice of the electrical resistivity for tracking the hydrogen adsorption is because the resistivity and the thermoelectric power have been used in the past to study the nature of the adsorption of hydrogen in single-walled carbon
nanotubes. Both parameters show a linear behaviour as a
function of gas coverage, consistent with a physisorption
process [19].
The samples studied in the present work were cleaned
with trichloroethylene for one hour and afterwards
washed in ethanol. Finally, they were dried at 90˚C. After
that, the samples were mounted in a frame and placed
within an autoclave with a hydrogen atmosphere, over
pressurised at 25 bar up to 40 hours. For the hydrogen
desorption, the previously hydrogenated samples were
located in an atmosphere of 1 bar of hydrogen.
In order to get representative data, each measurement
was repeated with five different fibre samples; the measured data were averaged and plotted. The electrical resistivity of the fibre samples was measured using the four
probe method [20]. A single fibre was place on an electrically insulating substrate, where four contacts were
fixed to the fibre by means of the conductive epoxy
CW2400®, supplied by Chemtronics®. In the four probe
methods, there are two inner contacts and two outer contacts. Through the outer contacts, the electrical current is
supplied, and the voltage measurements are taken from
the inner contacts. The electrical resistance was measured
with an Ethernet® multimetre and data acquisition system
Keithley 2701®. The electrical resistivity has been obtained through the expression:

ρ = R×

A
L

(1)

where R is the electrical resistance of the specimen,
measured in ohms (Ω), L is the length of the material in
meters and A is its cross-sectional area in square meters,
so the electrical resistivity ρ is expressed in Ω·m. The
length L corresponds to the distance between the two inner contacts, having in this study the constant value of 5.0
× 10−4 meters.
For the measurement of the cross-sectional area A, a
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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precise determination of the diameter of the fibres was
needed. The diameters of the fibre samples were determined using the Fraunhofer diffraction phenomenon, as
described in [21]. For this purpose, a red monochromatic
laser, particularly a helium-neon gas laser with a wavelength value of 632.8 nm and a power of 0.95 mW, supplied by Uniphase®, was used. The fibre was placed on a
support, which had a hole in the middle in order to permit
the laser to go through after the interaction with the fibre.
This support was attached to a simple structure that can be
moved smoothly in both horizontal and vertical directions
so that the fibre could be properly located in the laser
beam trajectory.
The surface energy of the fibres was determined with
the sessile drop method. It involves the measurement of
the contact angle between the fibre and a liquid drop of
any of the available standard components widely used.
With the value of these contact angles, the Young’s equation [22] can be applied:

γ lv ⋅ cos θ = γ sv − γ sl − π e

(2)

The liquid-vapour surface energy is denoted as γlv, the
solid-vapour surface energy as γsv and the term related to
solid-liquid interfaces as γsl. Surface energy values are
given in joules per square metre units. The term πe is the
equilibrium pressure of the adsorbed vapour on the solid
surface, being the most of the times a very small value, so
it is usually considered negligible.
As it is established in [23], the solid-liquid term can be
separated into polar (ionic forces and hydrogen bonds)
and non-polar interactions (Keesom, Debye and London
forces):

γ = γ h +γ d

(3)

where the superscript h represents the polar forces and d
the non-polar forces. Notice that these superscripts are not
exponents. Given the separation of polar and non-polar
forces, the solution of the Equation (2) can be found in
literature as [23]:
1 + cos θ = F + Q

where F =
and Q =

2 ⋅ γ sd ⋅ γ ld

γl

2 ⋅ γ sh ⋅ γ lh

γl

(4)
(5)

(6)

Thus, in the case of a polar liquid, it would have two
components, according to Equation (3). However, if the
liquid is non-polar, it would have only the non-polar component γ ld , whereas the polar component γ lh = 0 , resulting in Q = 0 . Given this, the energy surface of the solid
γs, and therefore of the fibre, can be calculated by measuring the contact angle θ of two liquids, one polar and one
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non-polar. Then, the Equations (4) to (6) can be applied to
both liquids and the resulting system of equations can be
solved easily thanks to the simplification for the non-polar
liquid. Firstly, with these three equations for the non-polar
liquid, the non-polar component of the energy surface of
the solid γ sd is obtained. In the following step, the same
three equations for the polar liquid are used in order to
obtain the polar component γ sh . Finally, γs is calculated
as the sum of the non-polar and polar components, as in
Equation (3).
In order to be able to perform these calculations, the
data of the surface energy of the liquids should be known.
For this study, coconut oil as non-polar compound and
bidistilled glycerol as polar compound, both supplied by
CUVE®, were used.
The data found in literature for the coconut oil is [24]:

γ ld = 26.11× 10−3 J ⋅ m −2

(7)

The values for the bidistilled glycerol are [23]:

γ ld = 37 × 10−3 J ⋅ m −2

(8)

γ lh = 26.4 × 10−3 J ⋅ m −2

(9)

The measurement of the contact angles was carried out
by placing one fibre of each sample in horizontal position.
The fibre could be fixed to the frame in the two fibre tips,
keeping the fibre horizontally. The drops of coconut oil
and bidistilled glycerol were spread using a nebuliser. In
this way, some drops remain attached to the fibre. For this
reason, it is possible to do the calculation of the three
equations for several drops of different sizes set up in the
same fibre.
To get the outline of each drop, a high magnification
optical microscope Nikon® SMZ1500 that includes digital
recording was used. In this way, the boundaries of both
drop and fibre were registered. Thus, it was possible to
adjust these outlines to a curve equation using the data
analysis software Origin 8.0. Therefore, in the drop-fibre
contact point, a value of the contact angle could be measured. A description of the method performed in this work
for determining contact angles on fibres was found in
literature [25] and it was also used in a previous research
[26].
On other side, the determinations of the crystallite size
and the H2 content of the fibre samples were carried out
by means of Raman spectrometry analysis. In previous
works, the ratio of the intensities of the Raman bands D
and G has been proven to be an appropriate tool for the
evaluation of the crystallite size, La [27]. Similarly, the
ratio between the areas of the peaks D and G are a valid
parameter to evaluate the hydrogen content [28].
The Raman spectroscopy analysis was carried out in a
Jobin Yvon T64000 spectrometer with a micro entrance.
The excitation source was a laser Spectrum 70 with several excitation lines along the visible. The excitation
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

wavelength was 647.1 nanometres (red) and the signal
was recorded in a range of 1000 cm−1 to 3000 cm−1 with
acquisition time of 100 seconds for two scans to remove
the peaks produced by cosmic rays.

4. Results and Discussion
The comparison between the evolution of the electrical
resistivity of high strength and high modulus ex-PAN
carbon fibres in a 25-bar hydrogen atmosphere is very
interesting. Figure 1 shows the kinetics of the process of
hydrogen intake in high strength carbon fibres, in the
three presentations: as pristine (X), treated with acid
etching (HNO3) and γ-irradiated (Z). In Figure 2 we also
show the kinetics of the process, but for high modulus
ex-PAN carbon fibres. Finally, Figure 3 shows the results for VGCFs.
If we compare the data of all these pictures, we can see
that in pristine state, the high strength fibres are two
times more resistive than that of high modulus. The effect of irradiation is more remarkable in the high strength
fibres (at the beginning of the adsorption time there is a

Figure 1. Adsorption of hydrogen in high strength ex-PAN
fibres.

Figure 2. Adsorption of hydrogen in high modulus ex-PAN
fibres.
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Figure 3. Adsorption of hydrogen in vapour grown carbon
fibres.

transient regime) than in the high modulus fibres.
On the other side, there is a similar ratio between the
stabilised resistivity of the irradiated and pristine samples
for both high strength and high modulus fibres (70% and
60%, respectively).
This means that the γ-irradiation effect in the crystallinity of ex-PAN fibres is very relevant. This is due to
Compton scattering, which is mostly responsible for the
interaction of γ-rays with carbon fibres and causes ionization and atomic displacements, as described in [29].
In the case of the VGCF, the irradiated sample also
shows a transient regime before to reach the steady state.
The most remarkable fact is that irradiation decreases
the electrical resistivity (see Figures 1-3), according with
previous results that shows as the γ-irradiation increases
the electrical conductivity [30].
It is also possible to see in the same three figures that
beside of the decrease in the electrical resistivity, the
irradiated samples show an evolution towards a minor
resistivity, as suggested in previous studies that described
the healing of the generated defects during γ-irradiation
[31].
The process of desorption of hydrogen is studied by
comparing the Figures 4-6, corresponding to the outgassing process of the fibres in a 1-bar hydrogen atmosphere. The results for the high strength ex-PAN fibres,
shown in Figure 4, point out that pristine and irradiated
samples reach the steady state very soon. In contrast, the
high modulus ex-PAN carbon fibres show a clear difference between pristine and irradiated samples. The irradiated sample reaches very soon the steady state, but the
pristine fibre increases its resistivity very slowly, suggesting a slow outgassing of hydrogen.
In the case of VGCF, in Figure 6, it is observed the
opposite. This means that the pristine sample reach
steady state very fast, but the irradiated samples need
almost 30 hours to reach stabilisation.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 4. Desorption of hydrogen in high strength ex-PAN
fibres.

Figure 5. Desorption of hydrogen in high modulus ex-PAN
fibres.

Figure 6. Desorption of hydrogen in vapour grown carbon
fibres.

The behaviour of activated fibres is rather different.
Comparing Figures 1-3, it can be seen that after 5 hours,
the adsorption is stabilised. In all cases, the resistivity is
much lower than pristine and irradiated samples.
In the results of the desorption of activated VGCF
shown in Figure 6 the evolution of the activated fibre is
to reach an electrical resistivity value higher than for
AMPC
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ex-PAN fibres. That means that the fibre emitted a large
amount of hydrogen, because high electrical resistivity
means scarcity of hydrogen [32].
The measurement of the surface energy gives interesting information, shown in Table 1, where it is possible to
see similar changes in high strength ex-PAN fibres and
VGCF, but different in high modulus ex-PAN fibres. In
the first case, the action of irradiation is to decrease the
surface energy of the pristine samples, but in the second
one the irradiation increases the surface energy.
Just the opposite happens if we compare the influence
of the acid etching on the energy surface. In the high
modulus ex-PAN fibres and VGCF, the action of the
activation is to decrease the surface energy, but in the
case of high strength ex-PAN fibres, the effect of the
activation is an increase of the surface energy.
Apparently, there is no parallelism between the
γ-irradiation process and the acid etching effects in the
surface of these fibres. This is due to the huge difference
in the mechanism of the interaction. The Compton Effect

of the irradiation mainly changes crystalline structures,
whereas acid attack to a carbon is more pronounced if the
carbon is amorphous. As an example, it is possible to say
that when nanotubes are fabricated, the current practice
to eliminate the amorphous soot is a treatment with acid,
which totally annihilates the amorphous carbon, but the
crystalline nanotubes remain intact [33].
Finally, we used Raman spectroscopy because it is
known that γ-irradiation effect affects bands D and G of
the carbons [34].
In the particular case of this study, for the samples
used, it is observed the influence of the irradiation in the
D and G peaks morphology. As an example, in Figure 7
it is shown the Raman spectra of the two samples of
VGCF presented as pristine and irradiated.
Besides, we have used Raman spectroscopy to determine the crystallite size, La [27] and the hydrogen content [28], as it is shown in Figure 8.
As it can be seen, the values of La for the high
modulus ex-PAN fibre are much higher than the ones for

Table 1. Energy surface of the fibres by means of contact
angle measurement.

2400
2200
2000

Energy surface measurement variables
Contact
Angle (˚)

Coconut Oila

54

16

Glycerolb

75

9

Coconut Oila

50

18

63

16

Fibre Sample

PANhs-X

Total
Surface
Energy
(mJ/m2)

1800
1600

Counts

Liquid tested

Component
Surface
Energy
(mJ/m2)

1400
1200

VGCF-X
VGCF-Z

1000

25

800
600

PANhs-HNO3

b

Glycerol

34

400
1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

-1

PANhs-Z

PANhm-X

PANhm-HNO3

PANhm-Z

VGCF-X

VGCF-HNO3

VGCF-Z
a

Coconut Oila

51

17

Glycerol

82

4

Coconut Oila

61

14

Glycerol

59

24

Coconut Oila

60

15

Glycerol

72

13

Coconut Oila

61

14

Glycerol

52

30

Coconut Oila

37

21

Glycerol

38

31

Coconut Oila

43

20

Glycerol

63

14

Coconut Oila

60

15

72

13

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

Glycerol

Cononut Oil: Non-polar component; bGlycerol: Polar component.
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Raman Shift (cm )

22

Figure 7. Raman spectra showing changes in crystallinity
due to the irradiation.

38

27

44

52

34

27

Figure 8. Hydrogen content and crystallite size obtained by
means of Raman spectroscopy.
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the high strength ex-PAN fibre and the VGCF. Also, it is
observed that the more La is, the bigger the effect of the
acid etching and irradiation treatments. Thus, both treatments would have more influence in a sample with a
bigger value of La.
In addition to this, for the high strength ex-PAN fibre
and VGCF there is an increase of La when the sample is
irradiated. In the case of the high strength ex-PAN fibre,
La does not change so remarkably.
Also, in Figure 8, it is interesting to highlight that the
values of the hydrogen content for the high strength
ex-PAN fibres and VGCFs are much higher than those
for the high modulus ex-PAN fibres. This is equivalent to
say that crystallite size is inversely proportional to hydrogen content. This is in agreement with published results [35] that explain that the hydrogen is mainly stored
in the grain boundaries. The hydrogen retention increases
with decreasing grain size.

[2]

K. L. Lim, H. Kazemian, Z. Yaakob and W. R. W. Daud,
“Solid-State Materials and Methods for Hydrogen Storage: A Critical Review,” Chemical Engineering and Technology, Vol. 33, No. 2, 2010, pp. 213-226.
doi:10.1002/ceat.200900376

[3]

R. Ströbel, J. Garche, P. T. Moseley, L. Jörissen and G.
Wolf, “Hydrogen Storage by Carbon Materials,” Journal
of Power Sources, Vol. 159, No. 2, 2006, pp. 781-801.
doi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.03.047

[4]

E. Raymundo-Piñero, D. Cazorla-Amorós, A. LinaresSolano, S. Delpeux, E. Frackowiak, K. Szostak and F.
Béguin, “High Surface Area Carbon Nanotubes Prepared
by Chemical Activation,” Carbon, Vol. 40, No. 9, 2002,
pp. 1597-1617. doi:10.1016/S0008-6223(02)00134-3

[5]

D. Qu, “Investigation of Hydrogen Physisorption Active
Sites on the Surface of Porous Carbonaceous Materials,”
Chemistry—A European Journal, Vol. 14, No. 3, 2008,
pp. 1040-1046. doi:10.1002/chem.200701042

[6]

M. A.Obolensky, A. V. Basteev and L. A. Bazyma, “Hydrogen Storage in Irradiated Low-Dimensional Structures,” Fullerenes, Nanotubes and Carbon Nanostructures, Vol. 19, No. 1-2, 2011, pp. 133-136.
doi:10.1080/1536383X.2010.490134

[7]

S. Gupta, B. L. Weiss, B. R. Weiner, L. Pilione, A.
Badzian and G. Morell, “Electron Field Emission Properties of Gamma Irradiated Microcrystalline Diamond and
Nanocrystalline Carbon Thin Films,” Journal of Applied
Physics, Vol. 92, No. 6, 2002, pp. 3311-3317.
doi:10.1063/1.1499996

[8]

K. Hanada, H. Shiono and K. Matsuzaki, “Hydrogen
Uptake of Carbon Nanofiber under Moderate Temperature and Low Pressure,” Diamond and Related Materials,
Vol. 12, No. 3-7, 2003, pp. 874-877.
doi:10.1016/S0925-9635(02)00360-6

[9]

F. Suárez-García, J. Nauroy, A. Martínez-Alonso and J.
M. D. Tascón, “Thermogravimetric Studies on the Activation of Nanometric Carbon Fibers,” Journal of Thermal
Analysis and Calorimetry, Vol. 79, No. 3, 2005, pp. 525528. doi:10.1007/s10973-005-0573-1

5. Conclusions
As a summary of these results, we can conclude:
1) It is possible to track the adsorption and desorption
of hydrogen in the carbon fibres studied in this work by
measuring the electrical resistivity.
2) The numbers of surface energy are not directly related to the hydrogen content, what means that hydrogen
is not only stored on the surface, but also in the bulk material.
3) The irradiation treatment has influenced over the
adsorption and desorption processes of hydrogen. In
general, it decreases the electrical resistivity due to the
changes produced in the crystalline quality.
4) For hydrogen storage purposes, it is better to use
materials with a small crystallite size, because hydrogen
tends to anchor into the grain boundaries.
5) The two treatments used in this study, the chemical
activation and the γ-irradiation, are supplementary. The
chemical treatment works on the outer surface of the
material, whereas the irradiation works also within the
bulk material.
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